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The text's efficient format does not overwhelm students, and its accessible style
provides an alternative to more encyclopedic, reference-book approaches. The
book offers a blend of the core concepts of accounting principles with procedural
applications. This approach is supplemented with the most expansive set of endof-chapter material on the market, a thorough integration of today's hot topics,
and a robust selection of student and instructor print and online resources.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Giller Prize–winner M. G. Vassanji gives us a powerfully emotional novel of love
and loss, of an African/Indian man who returns to the town of his birth in search
of the girl he once loved—and the sense of self that has always eluded him.
Kamal Punja is a physician who has lived in Canada for the past forty years, but
whom we first meet in a Tanzanian hospital. He is delirious and says he has
been poisoned with hallucinogens. But when Kamal finds a curious and
sympathetic ear in a local publisher, his ravings begin to reveal a tale of
extraordinary pathos, complexity, and mystery. Raised by his African mother,
deserted when he was four by his Indian father, married to a woman of Indian
heritage, and the father of two wholly Westernized children, Kamal had reached a
stage of both undreamed-of material success and disintegrating personal ties.
Then, suddenly, he “stepped off the treadmill, allowed an old regret to awaken,”
and set off to find the girl he had known as a child, to finally keep his promise to
her that he would return. The girl was Saida, granddaughter of a great, beloved
Swahili poet. Kamal and Saida were constant companions—he teaching her
English and arithmetic, she teaching him Arabic script and Swahili poetry—and in
his child’s mind, she was his future wife. Until, when he was eleven, his mother
sent him to the capital, Dar es Salaam, to live with his father’s relatives, to
“become an Indian” and thus secure his future. Now Kamal is journeying back to
the village he left, into the maze of his long-unresolved mixed-race identity and
the nightmarish legacy of his broken promise to Saida. At once dramatic,
searching, and intelligent, The Magic of Saida moves deftly between the past and
present, painting both an intimate picture of passion and betrayal and a broad
canvas of political promise and failure in contemporary Africa. It is a timeless
story—and a story very much of our own time.
Advanced Accounting delivers an in-depth, comprehensive introduction to
advanced accounting theory and application, using actual business examples
and relevant news stories to demonstrate how core principles translate into realworld business scenarios. Clearly defined and logically organized Learning
Objectives aid in student comprehension, while highlighted Related Concepts
illustrate how individual concepts fit into the larger picture. Short answer
questions throughout the chapter allow students to test their knowledge before
reaching the more in-depth end-of-chapter questions, promoting a deeper
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understanding of both technical and conceptual aspects of the field. Written by
active accounting researchers, this text brings clarity and flexibility to the central
ideas underlying business combinations, consolidated financial statements,
foreign currency transactions, partnerships, non-profit accounting and more. This
new Seventh Edition has been updated to reflect the latest changes to FASB and
GASB standards, allowing students to build a skill set based on up-to-date
practices. With a student-oriented pedagogy designed to enhance
comprehension, promote engagement, and build real-world understanding, this
user-friendly book provides an essential foundation in current advanced
accounting methods and standards.
Copley's Essentials of Accounting for Governmental and Not-for-Profit
Organizations, 13e is best suited for those professors whose objective is to
provide more concise coverage than what is available in larger texts. The main
focus of this text is on the preparation of external financial statements which is a
challenge for governmental reporting. The approach in this edition is similar to
that used in practice. Specifically, day to day events are recorded at the fund
level using the basis of accounting for fund financial statements. Governmental
activities are recorded using the modified accrual basis. The fund-basis
statements are then used as input in the preparation of government-wide
statements. The preparation of government-wide statements is presented in an
Excel worksheet. NEW for the 13th edition is McGraw-Hill Connect, a digital
teaching and learning environment that saves students and instructors time while
improving performance over a variety of critical outcomes.
This textbook incorporates the newest technology to facilitate the learning
process, saving valuable time for you and your students. The fourth edition
continues to provide the core topics for the course, highlighting personal
examples to help students relate to the material.
Intermediate Accounting by Kieso, Weygandt, and Warfield is, quite simply, the
standard by which all other intermediate texts are measured. Throughout the thirty
years, and ten best-selling editions, the text has built a reputation for accuracy,
comprehensiveness, and student success. This Updated Edition features and
incorporates the 2005 FASB key accounting standards that have been updated since
the original publication of "Intermediate Accounting, 11th Edition." The Updated
Eleventh Edition maintains the qualities for which the text is globally recognized, and
continues to be your students' gateway to the profession! Included in the package is the
"Problem-Solving Survival Guide."
Managerial Accounting, 3rd Edition by Charles and Elizabeth Davis offers a modern,
practical approach to teaching and learning managerial accounting based on a unique
integration of concepts, practice, and business context within distinct and flexible
learning units. Praised for its decision-making framework, Managerial Accounting, 3rd
Edition, provides students with a better understanding of decisions made by
organizations through the inclusion of a Continuing CaseStory, which puts business
decisions into context and allows students to see the relevance of managerial
accounting to their future careers.
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Financial accounting is undergoing a period of unprecedented change. The FASB and
IASB have been working together to issue converged accounting standards that will
dramatically change key reporting areas, and more generally have sought to converge
accounting standards over time. In late 2011, the SEC will announce its decision on
whether large public companies in the U.S. will be able to choose whether to report
under U.S. GAAP or IFRS or if all companies are anticipated to be reporting under
IFRS in the near future. So, while there currently is considerable overlap between U.S.
GAAP and IFRS, and that overlap is increasing as convergence continues, important
differences remain. To help instructors deal with the challenging environment, the
Spiceland team is committed to providing current, comprehensive and clear coverage
of intermediate accounting. The 7th edition reflects this commitment with the following
innovations.
Rated the most satisfying textbook by students in independent research,
Spiceland/Sepe/Nelson’s Intermediate Accounting, 6th Edition, has the quality,
flexibility, and attention to detail students need to master a challenging subject. It's your
Vehicle to Success in the Intermediate Accounting course and beyond!
Spiceland/Sepe/Nelson provides a decision maker’s perspective to emphasize the
professional judgment and critical thinking skills required of accountants today.
Reviewers, instructors, and student users of Spiceland have enthusiastically embraced
the relaxed, conversational writing style that engages students in an enjoyable and
effective learning experience. In addition, accounting's preeminent textbook website
provides students a wide variety of electronic learning resources, including iPod
content. Study Guide, Instructor's Manual, Solutions Manual, Testbank, and Website
content are all created by authors, ensuring seamless compatibility throughout the
Spiceland learning package. The end-of-chapter material is also written by the author
team and tested in their own classes before being included in Intermediate Accounting.
Few areas see the kind of rapid change that accounting does, and the Spiceland team
is committed to staying current. The sixth edition fully integrates all the latest FASB
Standards, and the authors are committed to keeping you updated with all relevant
content changes throughout the edition.
Intermediate Accounting, 3e, by Spiceland/Sepe/Tomassini will gain support in
traditional and technology-driven accounting departments, especially those looking for a
more concise, decision-making text that reinforces challenging concepts via CD-ROM.
The revision of this text is based around a "Learning System." The revision of this
"Learning System" was built on improving the clarity of the chapters, emphasizing more
decision-making in order to prepare students for the changes taking place on the CPA
exam, acknowledging the diversity of students and their learning styles by creating
supplemental materials to assure the success of every student, and creating a
consistent text and supplemental package for both students and instructor's giving us
the best possible intermediate text on the market. Returning to the Third edition is the
award winning "Coach" CD-ROM. The Coach CD-ROM is a multimedia product
integrating audio and video clips, animated illustrations, cases, and alternative reading
material that helps students comprehend some of the more difficult topics associated
with intermediate accounting. Designed specifically for the Spiceland text, instructors
and students will find these learning tools placed strategically throughout the text. This
is the most comprehensive Learning System in Intermediate Accounting. At only 1120
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pages (300 pages less than the average intermediate accounting text), Spiceland/S/T
has not sacrificed content for pages. Instead, the authors have created a very flexible
text with a student friendly writing style that focuses on explaining not just how to apply
a procedure, but why it's applied.

Utilizing the first thirteen chapters of Wild’s best-selling, Financial and
Managerial Accounting text, Financial Accounting Fundamentals responds to the
market’s request for a low-cost, succinct book; a book that balances large and
small businesses, and one that is contemporary, engaging, and accessible for
today’s students. Its innovation is reflected in its extensive use of small business
examples, the integration of new technology learning tools, superior end-ofchapter material, and a highly engaging, pedagogical design.
Advances in Accounting Education: Teaching and Curriculum Innovations
investigates how teaching methods or curricula/programs in accounting can be
improved.
Intermediate Accounting: IFRS Edition provides the tools global accounting
students need to understand IFRS and how it is applied in practice. The
emphasis on fair value, the proper accounting for financial instruments, and the
new developments related to leasing, revenue recognition, and financial
statement presentation are examined in light of current practice. Global
Accounting Insights highlight the important differences that remain between IFRS
and U.S. GAAP, and discuss the ongoing joint convergence efforts to resolve
them. Comprehensive, up-to-date, and accurate, Intermediate Accounting: IFRS
Edition includes proven pedagogical tools, designed to help students learn more
effectively and to answer the changing needs of this course.
Introduction to Mechatronic Design is ideal for upper level and graduate
Mechatronics courses in Electrical, Computing, or Mechanical & Aerospace
Engineering. Unlike other texts on mechatronics that focus on derivations and
calculations, Introduction to Mechatronics, 1e, takes a narrative approach,
emphasizing the importance of building intuition and understanding before diving
into the math. The authors believe that integration is the core of mechatronics
and students must have a command of each of the domains to create the
balance necessary for successful mechatronic design and devote sections of the
book to each area, including mechanical, electrical, and software disciplines, as
well as a section on system design and engineering. A robust package of
teaching and learning resources accompanies the book.
Intermediate Accounting, 6/e is built around a Learning System designed to
prepare students for the new CPA exam and the business world, by emphasizing
decision making. Acknowledging the diversity of students and their learning
styles, the authors have created a clear text and varied supplemental materials to
aid the success of every student. Intermediate Accounting, 6/e also provides a
flexible and consistent supplemental package for instructors.
Grady Wholesale Corporation is a reseller of electronics equipment such as personal
computers, peripherals, and software. Grady purchases items in bulk from various
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manufacturers, repackages them into smaller lots and resells them to retailers for
ultimate sale to consumers. The company maintains its financial records manually.
“The books” consist of special journals for sales, purchases of merchandise (made on
account), cash receipts, cash disbursements, and a general journal (for all transactions
that do not fit into one of the above categories), a general ledger, and subsidiary
ledgers for accounts receivable and accounts payable (for merchandise purchases).
Grady’s policy is to post entries made in the general journal to the general ledger on a
daily basis. Entries made to the special journals (sales, purchases, cash receipts, and
cash disbursements) are posted to the general ledger at the end of the month.
However, the subsidiary ledgers are updated on a daily basis. Check numbers, sales
order numbers, and invoice numbers are used as the reference numbers for posting
purposes.
The explosion of data analytics in the auditing profession demands a different kind of
auditor. Auditing: A Practical Approach with Data Analytics prepares students for the
rapidly changing demands of the auditing profession by meeting the data-driven
requirements of today’s workforce. Because no two audits are alike, this course uses a
practical, case-based approach to help students develop professional judgement, think
critically about the auditing process, and develop the decision-making skills necessary
to perform a real-world audit. To further prepare students for the profession, this course
integrates seamless exam review for successful completion of the CPA Exam.
This Accounting Equations & Answers is created by Pamphlet Master for students
everywhere. This tool has a comprehensive variety of college and graduate school
topics/subjects which can give you what it takes to achieve success not only in school
but beyond. Included in the pamphlet are: -Basic Accounting Equation - Accounting
Equations & Answers - Examples - Rules on Basic Accounting Equation
Now in its 6th edition, the best-selling text, CARDIOPULMONARY ANATOMY &
PHYSIOLOGY, equips students with a rock-solid foundation in anatomy and physiology
to help prepare them for careers as respiratory therapists. Extremely reader friendly,
this proven, innovative text delivers the most complete and accurate information about
the structure and function of the respiratory system in an approachable manner. Clear
and concise, it presents complicated concepts in an easy-to-read, understandable
format utilizing a full color design and strong pedagogy, so that students can readily
apply what they learn when they graduate and start their professional careers. Newly
integrated throughout the text, Clinical Connections provide direct links between
chapter concepts and real-world applications in the clinical setting. New and redrawn
full color illustrations provide the level of detail necessary to facilitate understanding of
core concepts. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
A cutting-edge graduate-level textbook on the macroeconomics of international trade
Combining theoretical models and data in ways unimaginable just a few years ago,
open economy macroeconomics has experienced enormous growth over the past
several decades. This rigorous and self-contained textbook brings graduate students,
scholars, and policymakers to the research frontier and provides the tools and context
necessary for new research and policy proposals. Martín Uribe and Stephanie SchmittGrohé factor in the discipline's latest developments, including major theoretical
advances in incorporating financial and nominal frictions into microfounded dynamic
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models of the open economy, the availability of macro- and microdata for emerging and
developed countries, and a revolution in the tools available to simulate and estimate
dynamic stochastic models. The authors begin with a canonical general equilibrium
model of an open economy and then build levels of complexity through the coverage of
important topics such as international business-cycle analysis, financial frictions as
drivers and transmitters of business cycles and global crises, sovereign default,
pecuniary externalities, involuntary unemployment, optimal macroprudential policy, and
the role of nominal rigidities in shaping optimal exchange-rate policy. Based on courses
taught at several universities, Open Economy Macroeconomics is an essential resource
for students, researchers, and practitioners. Detailed exploration of international
business-cycle analysis Coverage of financial frictions as drivers and transmitters of
business cycles and global crises Extensive investigation of nominal rigidities and their
role in shaping optimal exchange-rate policy Other topics include fixed exchange-rate
regimes, involuntary unemployment, optimal macroprudential policy, and sovereign
default and debt sustainability Chapters include exercises and replication codes

No further information has been provided for this title.
This text offers a structured approach to principles of auditing using International
Standards on Auditing as its basis. Written by a team of influential professional
auditors with a wealth of teaching experience this book provides a real world
perspective on current auditing practices with coverage of cutting edge
developments and techniques.
The Study Guide, written by the text authors, provides chapter summaries,
detailed illustrations, and a wide variety of self-study questions, exercises, and
multiple-choice problems (with solutions).
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